HOW CAN YOU
LEARN MORE
ABOUT COERCIVE
CONTROL?
helpful resources

ARTICLES YOU
CAN READ:
Law Society Journal NSW: "Criminalising Coercion"
by Amy Dale
The Sydney Morning Herald: "Intimate terrorism: why the murders of Hannah,
Alliyah, Laianah and Trey must spark change" by Madonna King
Marie Claire: "Australian Government Looks to Scotland to Improve Domestic
Violence Laws around Coercive Control" by Grace Back
Mamamia: "Hannah Clarke's murder was a different kind of abuse. Here's
what it looked like" by Billi Fitzsimons
Now to Love: "How coercive control laws differ across Australia"
The Sydney Morning Herald: "Debate rages among family violence
campaigners over criminalising coercive control" by Jewel Topsfield

PODCASTS YOU CAN
LISTEN TO:
The 7am Podcast: "Could we end domestic
violence?"
Featuring special guest Bri Lee speak on the
changes that must be made to ensure women and
children are safe.

Good Weekend Talks: "Coercive control and domestic abuse"
Hear guest speakers Madonna King - author of November cover story 'Sins of the
Father' -and Jess Hill - author of award-winning 2019 'See What You Made Me Do'
- talk about the possible criminalisation of coercive control in Australia.
Real Crime Profile: Bonus Episode -Coercive Control in Dirty John
Laura Richards and Lisa Zambetti have a lot more to say about the Dirty John
series; where a serial stalker and domestic abuse perpetrator coercively controls
his victims and stalks them upon separation.
EN(GENDER)ED Episode 2: Evan Stark on "Coercive Control"
as a gendered liberty crime - Evan Stark, sociologist and forensic social worker,
wrote the prize winning book Coercive Control: How Men Entrap Women in
Personal Life which helped stimulate the new crime of “coercive and controlling
behaviour” throughout the UK and helped broaden the conversation around the
world.

BOOKS YOU CAN
READ:
Coercive Control: How Men Entrap Women In Personal
Life, Evan Stark
Written long before coercive control was taken seriously in
domestic violence cases, this book explores the critical
importance of non-violent control of intimate partners,
and breaks through entrenched views of physical abuse
being the most serious form of abuse.

See What You Made Me Do by investigative journalist, Jess Hill
This book examines the complex nature of domestic and family
violence in Australia and on an international scale. The text is an
extremely thorough exploration of our criminal justice system and
what needs to be done.
Criminalising Coercive Control: Family Violence and the Criminal Law,
By Marilyn McMahon and Paul McGorrery
This book considers whether coercive control (particularly non-physical
forms of family violence) should be prohibited by the criminal law. The
book considers the new offences that have been introduced in
England and Wales, Ireland and Scotland.

SHOWS YOU CAN
WATCH:
Dirty John : This two season Netflix series is
based off true stories that examine coercive
control and domestic abuse. Each season
explores the nature of power and control
and how these elements manifest in
relationships
through
dramatic
reenactments of the real life tales.

See What You Made Me Do : Jess Hill's
bestselling book will be brought to life in a
three part documentary series on SBS in
2021. The series will expand on Hill's findings
in her book on domestic abuse in Australia
and on an international scale.

